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•The FARADAYIC® EPP process has been shown to decrease hydrolysis
and improve the ability to control the electric field when compared to
conventional EPD

FARADAYIC® EPD
film
YSZ

The Idea

Algae stream from the pond

NiCoCrAlY
bondcoat

Benefit
The resulting innovation will
enable an enhanced separation
process by developing an
improved pre-concentration step
that will feed into the AlgaeVS
HDD Harvester
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The Background
Faraday has developed
its electrophoretic
process, in partnership
with the DOE and
EMTEC, for the
deposition of YSZ for
use as thermal barrier
coatings in gas turbine
engines.
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Floated Region
(Concentrated)

Electrodes

Schematic of how Faraday’s
ElectroConcentration Process
works in conjunction with
AVS’s HDD Harvester
Algae depleted
water returns to
the pond

Schematic of 3 paths to electroconcentration. Green represents
algae concentration with darker
meaning more algae.
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Electrodes

Electrode Region
(Depleted)

Power Consumption: 0.8 Wh/L (not optimized)
Economics: Processing will cost $42/barrel (not optimized)
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Power Off
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Power On

Power On
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Electrophoretic

Electrofloatation

Electrocoagulation

Concentrated algae
stream feeds HDD
or other dewatering
technology.

• Electrodes
electrophoretically
drive algae to form
a concentrated
algae stream
• Provides a preconcentration /
dewatering step
between pond and
HDD

www.FaradayTechnology.com; (937) 836 7749; OpenInnovation@FaradayTechnology.com

Application of FARADAYIC® ElectroPhoretic Processes (pulse/ pulse reverse)
based on prior/current activities directed
towards thermal barrier coatings and CNT
interconnects.

Pulsed Waveform

Conventional EPP

Applied i

Robust, low cost process for the
concentration and flotation of
bioalgae for biofuel.

The Process

The Challenge The Need

FARADAYIC® ElectroConcentration, ElectroRupture
and ElectroSeparation of Bioalgae for Biofuels

